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B. Illustrations with fus ed silica and shape memory alloys

While this paper is concerned mainly with fused silica, the
concept ofsystem-material can be applied to other materials, as
we have shown in previous work [3][4]. Figure I illustrates the
concept of system-material applied to a micro-actuator.
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approach starts with a single material, which is turned into a
full system through local tailoring of its material properties.
The material is no longer just an element of a device but
becomes a device on its own. A system-material reacts to given
stimuli, in a predictable and controllable manner with various
degrees ofcomplexity. It concurrently shares the characteristics
of a system and of a material. Note that the objective is not to
form a novel class of material that can be use as component (as
for instance with so-called 'functional materials') but rather to
directly introduce the system in the monolithic material. This
system-material approach drastically reduces microsystems
assembly steps (a significant source of fabrication cost,
inaccuracy and reliability issues) and opens new design
opportunities.

I. INTRODUCTION: SYSTEMINTEGRATION ISSUE

Numerous micro- and nano- systems with various
functionalities have emerged over the last decades. Starting in
the seventies we have seen the advent of integrated circuits,
followed by micro-mechanical systems, photonics and fluidics,
and more recently the addition of organic material and bio
molecules. These diverse micro- and nano- systems are
becoming ever more complex machines performing
sophisticated tasks.

Significant scientific and economic advantages are
expected from the integration of these functionalities on a
common platform. While the merger of electronics and micro
mechanics on silicon-MEMS platform is showing significant
success, a true integration of photonics, micro-mechanics and
fluidics on a common platform has yet to be successfully
demonstrated and implemented. This is especially true when
working with non-planar (i.e. 3D) devices, which is a
fundamental requirement for many fluidic applications.
Despite undisputable progresses, the number of commercially
successful 3D microsystem applications remains limited and
well below the perceived potential of the field. In this context,
progress could be made by applying disruptive design
approaches such as our proposed concept of 'system-material' .

Keywords-component; optofluldics; femtosecond lasers; fused
silica; waveguides; monolithic integration; integrated devices.

Abstract- We show that locally altering fused silica with
femtosecond laser irradiation forms the basis for a novel
manufacturing technology platform to produce highly integrated
microsystems, In contrast to many common approaches that rely
on combining materials to achieve particular functions, our
scheme utilizes a single piece of material, whose properties are
locally modified using femtosecond laser irradiation. This
microsystem fabrication method is not only particularly
attractive for optotluidics instruments but also for
optomechanical devices.

II. SYSTEM-MATERIALS

A. General concept

Rather than building up a three-dimensional microdevice
by combining and assembling materials, the 'system-material'

Figure 1. I1ustration of system-materials in micro-mechanics. A Shape
Memory alloysmicro-actuator: A. the microdevice is amorphous,

homogeneousand doesnot produceany particularmotionuponheatingor
cooling. B. the material is locally modified using an IR-Iaser beamthat locally
crystallizes the amorphous material (not shown). Thanksto this localizedheat

treatment, the monolithic devicenow produces a reversible semaphore-like
motionuponheating and cooling[3].
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c.

This microdevice is made out of an amorphous Shape
Memory Alloy film. As produced, the material is homogeneous
and does not have any crystallographic structure. As a
consequence, there is no possible phase transformation that can
lead to shape memory properties. As deposited, it will not
produce any specific motion upon heating (A). By spot heating
the material using an infrared laser beam, one can locally
crystallize it [3]. The combination of affected and non-affected
zone causes a spontaneous, reversible mechanical motion upon
heating and cooling (a semaphore-like motion), thus forming a
mechanical actuator (B). Note that a fully crystallized material
would also not produce a spontaneous reversible motion
despite the presence of shape memory properties. This is the
unique combination of affected and unaffected zones that
create the reversible actuating function.

This example illustrates that a initially "inactive material"
can be turned into a mechanical system by tailoring its
properties locally.

Figure 3 illustrates the concept of system-material applied
to a fused silica monolith. Prior to the localized modification
steps, the glass is homogeneous and its optical properties are
uniform across the volume. A hypothetical light signal would
propagate through it following free-propagation laws (A).

Homogeneous Material

Focused L;, ", be~ / F~'d~b Glass

A. \

Functionalized Material

Locally introduced
property (change of refraction index)

B.

Locally introduced
property (structural change : a micro-cavity)

-~ '~
Figure 2. Illustration of system-materials in opto-fluidics. A piece of Fused
Silica : A. the material is homogenous . B. The material was locally modified

with a femtosecond laser. C. The material was locally modified with a
femtosecond laser and then chemically etched. A probe signal (focused light

beam) is applied on A, B and C).

Using a femtosecond laser (as we will see in the following
section), one can locally increase the index of refraction of the
glass. Due to the non-linear multi-photons absorption process
that characterizes the femtosecond laser-matter interaction, this
local modification can be performed anywhere inside the
volume of the material. Applying this material modification
effect along a defmed scarming path (B and C), one can form
any kind of optical waveguide system (a straight waveguide
segments and a beam-splitter illustrate the concept in (B)).
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Now, when our light probe is focus onto the input of the
waveguide system, it no longer free-propagates through the
fused silica, but rather follows a waveguided path inside the
glass. The material has been tailored to accept a given stimulus
(focused probe optical beam) and reacts in a controlled and
predefmed manner.

As we will see in the next paragraphs, the same laser-based
approach can be used to also modify fused silica so that it will
no longer be uniformly chemically etched as it would be if it
had not been "pre-treated" by the laser. This process variant
can be used to fabricate micro cavities (as illustrated in Figure
2C).

C. Fused Silica: a "system-material 'for opto-jluidics and
opto-mechanics

Synthetic Fused Silica (a-SiOz) is a glass that is transparent
over a wide optical spectrum (200 nm to 2.5 urn), Other key
properties are its near-zero thermal expansion, an exceptionally
good thermal shock resistance, low density, excellent chemical
inertness, low dielectric constant and low dielectric loss. These
properties make silica glass an interesting substrate material for
optofluidics applications.

Typical of glasses, its atomic structure lacks long-range
order. Its internal structure is described as a three-dimensional
network of rings of various sizes, anchored around local Si04

tetrahedrons. Fused silica has a high theoretical elastic limits
(estimated at 15GPa or greater) but at the macroscale, it tends
to break at much lower stress (typically a few tens ofMPa) due
to presence of surface flaws that act as crack nucleation sites
[5]. As we will see, at the micro-scale this elastic limit can be
significantly higher and reach values comparable to that of
Silicon.

III. FEMTOSECOND LASER MICROMACHINING OF FUSED

SILICA

A. Femtosecond lasers

Femtosecond lasers pulses are characterized by ultra-high
peak power (Gigawatt/nun? or even Terawatt/mnr' when
focused) leading to an unconventional type of laser-matter
interactions. Non-linear phenomena playa significant role and
open new opportunities to tailor the matter in its intimate
structure with an excellent spatial resolution and noticeably in
three dimensions.

Although the peak power associated with this type of laser
is huge, the average power remains very small, and the pulse
energy is microscopic. For instance the structures illustrated in
this paper are made with an average power of no more than
200mW.

Due to these characteristics, using these lasers, any material
can be turned into a "plasma"; and the diffusion of heat away
from the interaction region can be almost completely prevented
[6][7]. As a consequence, the modification induced in the
material occurs only at the laser focal point. The latter
observation is of particular technological importance for the
machining of"transparent material" (Le. transparent at the laser
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wavelength): the material can be modified beneath its surface
and throughout its volume.

In fused silica, femtosecond laser pulses can, not only
locally increase the refractive index [8], they can also enhance
the etching rate [10], introduce sub-wavelength patterns [12],
create voids [13] or change its thermal properties [14]. By
scanning the laser through the specimen volume [15], one can
distribute, combine and organize these material modifications
to form complex patterns to be used for instance as waveguides
or fluidic channels.

Figure4. An interleaver fabricated with femtosecond laser directwriting
[16]. Side view ofa 50-GHzinterleaver manufactured by us usingthe direct
write femtosecond process. The device, writtenin fusedsilica, is 5 em long.

Figure5. Processsteps. 1-The material is exposedto femtosecond laser
irradiation. 2 - The part is etchedwith Hydrofluoric acid. Exposed regions

etch awaymuchfaster than unexposed regions.

C. Three dimenstional structures micromachining

While femtosecond laser pulses can be used to directly
ablate glass, it has been shown that the use of a two-step
process that consists in first exposing the material with the
laser and then etching the exposed patterns yield better results
in term of quality and resolution.

To form three-dimensional structures the following two
steps procedure is applied (see Figure 5).

~Laser affected zone

~
CD

The material is first selectively exposed by femtosecond
laser rasterizing a pattern according to a technique described in
[15]. The laser used in our experiment is a Ti:Sapphire laser
(RegA from Coherent) operating at 800-nm. The pulse width is
typically 100-fs, and the repetition rate is set at 250 kHz. The
average power ranges from 20 to 400 mW, which corresponds
to pulse energies ranging from 55-oJ to 1.6~. The linear spot
size is approximately 1 micron in diameter at the focus. In our
experiments, we used 20X and 50X long-working distance
microscope objectives. Typical writing speeds are 0.5 mm/s to
2mm/s.

In a second step, the part is etched in a low-concentration
HF bath. Concentrations between 2.5% and 5% are typically
used. Etching time depends on pattern sizes and varies from
one hour to several hours for the deepest structures. Following
etching, the part is rinsed in de-ionized water and dried. The
laser polarization has a strong effect on the etching efficiency
as first reported by Hnatovski et al. [19].

Figure3. Left:Waveguide writingwith femtosecond lasers. The laserbeam
is focused insidethe glasspiece.At the focalpoint, a plasmaeventually forms
whenthe thresholdenergyfor non-linearabsorption is reached. The exposed

regionsees it index increased. By translatingthe specimenunderthe laser
beam, one can formwaveguides or othercontinuous structures madeof

contiguous laseraffectedzone. Right: Near-Field-Refractive indexprofileof a
waveguide madeof multipleadjacentLaserAffectZones.This waveguides is

singlemodeat 1550nm [16]. Yves, samecomment-I don't see a need to
repeat in the figurelegendwhat is alreadyin the maintext.

Femtosecond
pulse train

B. Waveguide writing

Waveguide are written by scanning the beam over the
specimen so that a continuous pattern is formed (see Figure 3
left) (see for instance [9]). The volume locally hit by the
femtosecond laser (so-called Laser-Affected-Zone or LAZ)
experiences a slight increase ofrefractive index (&1 is typically
a fraction of one-percent [16]). The LAZ shape and size can be
characterized using either a refractive index map technique or
more recently a novel technique based on Scanning Thermal
Imaging [14]. Typically the LAZ has the shape of an ellipsoid
stretched along the optical axis [17]. This shape is correlated to
the laser beam parameters (beam-size, waist location and
energy). The stretching along the vertical direction depends on
the chosen focusing optics. Noteworthy, as femtosecond laser
matter interaction involved non-linear processes, the LAZ can
be smaller than the laser spot-size itself. Losses in our
waveguides are typically less than 0.1 dB/cm at 1550-nm. The
waveguide cross-section can be shaped laser-writing multiple
elemental lines next to each other [16]. A refractive map of a
waveguide written with fs-laser is shown in Figure 3.

Complex optical devices can be formed with this approach
[18]. For instance Figure 4 shows a 50GHz unbalanced Mach
Zehnder interferometer written with a femtosecond laser. [16].
Note that laser written device can be tuned. Once the device
initial exposure is complete, the device can be tested and then
slightly modified with additional femtosecond laser exposure
to "tune" it.
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To fabricate an optofluidics device, it is necessary to
carefully control the etching process so that the waveguides are
preserved. Figure 6 shows the time-dependent etching profile
of a surface channel under which an optical waveguide was
written [20]. The purpose of this test was to demonstrate that it
was possible to form optical waveguides and microfluidic
channels on a common substrate and that the two features
could be processed at the same time. As shown on Figure 6,
after 3 hours, the microfluidic channel is fully etched.
Normally we would stop the etching process at this point, but
for demonstration purposes, the etching process was allowed to
continue. After 6 hours, a depression starts to be seen at the
bottom of the channel. It is further revealed after 9 hours. This
small secondary channel formed at the bottom of the main
channel is the former optical waveguide that has been
preferentially etched away. This experiment shows that a
waveguide can be placed in the immediate vicinity of a
microfluidic channel, and that its physical integrity will be
preserved with extended time (here for 6 hours).
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Figure7. Detection ofa flowingbead. (a) Sequence of capturedimagesas a
bead flows past the waveguide. (b) Total signal fromall four quadrants of the
photoreceiver, (c) Difference signal fromtwo halvesof the detectoralongthe

direction of the channel.

A collection of images as a 50-micron glass bead transits by
the waveguide (faint horizontal line on the right in each frame)
is shown in part a. Since the micro-particles under
consideration are smaller than the beam diameter, we expect
deviations in the light signal to arise from shadow effects. The
collective signal shows a dip as the moving bead casts a
shadow on the receiver. Observing the difference signal reveals
a wavelet with a peak and then a trough (Figure 7c). When the
bead traverses in the opposite direction, we detect a time
reserved wavelet. Hence by looking at the difference signal and
determining the peak-trough sequence we can determine the
direction of flow of the micro-particle. Due to axial symmetry
of the bead, the wavelet is negatively symmetric about its mid
point. Finally, from the extent of the wavelet we can estimate
the size of the micro-particle provided its speed is known or
vice-verse. In this example, from the image sequence we
determine the bead diameter to be 61 +/- 411m, and the speed to
be 7.3+/- 0.2mm. Using this speed we estimate, from the extent
of the difference signal wavelet, the size of the bead to be 66
+/- 811m which is in agreement with the image- based value.

Figure 8 illustrates another example of optofluidics
instruments. This instruments was proposed in 2004 [27] for
analyzing the density of various type of liquids through
absorption measurements.
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Figure6. A channeland waveguide beinggradually etch as theetchingtime
is increased (20). The etchingprofilewas obtainedby imageprocessingand

contourextraction of opticalmicroscopeimages

To summarize, using femtosecond laser technique, a
microdevice structure and function are directly "inscribed" into
a single piece material turning fused silica into a system
material. Note that other authors have demonstrated that similar
approaches can be used with Foturan® (a photoetchable glass).
Some of these works are reported in [22] and [23].

IV. OPTo-FLUIDIC INSTRUMENTS

Using the system-material technology platform one can
create a variety of (small) optofluidic instruments. Here we just
present two examples from our early development effort.
Figure 7 shows an optofluidic particle counter [24]. This
simple instrument consists of a curved waveguide associated
with a 100-11m fluidic channel.

Figure8. Optofluidic instruments for absorption measurements in liquid.
The deviceas two cuvettesseen in the upperpartof the pictureand two

curvedwaveguides originating fromthe samesource. The glasspiece is about
2 em wide and 5 cm long.

The principle is quite simple. It uses two curved
waveguides to locally probe two small cuvettes containing two
liquids. The two waveguides merge to form just one connected
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Figure 9. Micro-force sensor fabricated out of a 500-micron thick fused
silica wafer with the femtosecond direct write processes. On the top the design

which consists of a glass flexure a flexure made of two 40 microns-thin bars
that holds a central portion on which a V-groove is machined. The flexure has

a low bending stiffuess along the z direction. It is used in its linear regime
(small deflection) . A waveguide divided in three portions is "written" below

the surface , it crosses the structure along the X-axis. Through measurement of
the optical attenuation one can extract the flexure position. On the right the

micro-force sensor as fabricated (the waveguide is overlaid in orange).

to a single laser source. The splitting ratio is about 50/50
between the waveguides arms. In a way this device is similar to
beam splitter in traditional free-space optics. One cuvette is
filled with a reference liquid while the second cuvette contains
the liquid under scrutiny.

Design possibilities are nearly infinite using a direct write
process. Direct optical processing of the signal can be
combined with complex fluidics channels or simple reservoirs.
We are just at the beginning of this new field ofresearch.

Other groups recently reported integrated optofluidics
devices (see for instance [25], [26]).
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

In this paper, we have seen that femtosecond lasers can be
used to efficiently tailor the material properties of fused silica
so to create, not only optical functions (such as waveguides),
but also mechanical (flexures) or fluidics (micro-channels)
elements.
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V. OPTo-MECHANICS

Femtosecond laser patterning, combined with HF etching,
provides a way to carve out any shape from fused silica (as
long as the acid can reach the patterned area). Using this
approach one can make not only fluidics structures as shown
above, but also mechanical flexures (i.e thin beam-like
structures) that can be elastically deformed. This fundamental
mechanical element can be used to create complex
optomechanical devices. We previously presented a
mechanical sensor [29] where flexures and waveguides were
all part of a monolithic fused silica substrate. This structure
withstands stress in excess of 500Mpa, and in one case in
excess of 2GPa [30]. Another illustration of such an
optomechanical device is shown below.
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